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Abstract: 

In this proposed work, the different types of noises available in images are 

being studied. For identifying the noise type present in the image, processing 

techniques with higher order statistical methods like skewness, kurtosis and 

skewness coefficient are used. Noise samples are separated from the noisy 

images using the basic filters and apply statistical features to those samples for 

identifying the noise type and distribution level which is presented in image.  

This method gives satisfactory results compared with other methods. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Digital Images play a vital role in daily life applications like medical, satellite, 

magnetic imaging, geographical information systems and Astronomy. Image, it is an 

information about  the object; we can analyze the information from the object only. The 

lack of information due with Noise which is added with many reasons.  Different type 

of Noises is added with a sudden change of atmospheric temperature, lack of 

acquisition of earth sensor and any external disturbances [3]. Satellite Receivers are 

receiving the images from different types of Earth Satellite like NOAA, MeTop and 
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SAR etc.  These images contain fixed resolution depending on application. Pixel 

density, size and length very useful for analyze the information [2]. Each pixel length 

represents millimeter to kilometer distance of the earth. In processing stage any pixel is 

loss due to noises we can analyze the wrong information Removing noises are greatly 

challenged; a lot of research is going on the topic of minimizing  the noises using 

different types of techniques [2], [4]. After identifying noises we can use suitable filters 

or algorithms for removing the noises from an image.  

The identification of  noise is really important because once the noise is identified from 

an image; it can be removed using suitable filters.  Using this technique we can estimate 

the statistical parameters of the noise. Using lower ordered standard methods, noise 

identification also possible, but it’s not given any satisfactory result [4]. Extract the 

useful features from an image. Good PSNR after removing noise is possible with better 

noise identification only. The method used in this paper has been organized in the 

following manner, section II describes different types of noises, section III describes 

Higher order moments, section 1V describes proposed method, section V describes 

Proposed method, VI  the Results and comparison techniques, section VII gives 

conclusion, and finally ending with References in section VIII.  

 

NOISES 

Noises are added systematically introduced into images [1]. Mostly three types are 

added are adequately represented most noise added into images additive, multiplicative 

and impulse noises [8]. Choose appropriate filters can be used for denoise or enhance 

the quality of corrupted image. Different types of Linear , Nonlinear and adaptive  

filters are used for removing noise after knowing the which type of noises is available in 

this image. The Choosing of suitable filter is  very difficult for in case of preprocessing. 

There are different types of Noises Available, i.e. Additive Noise, Multiplicative Noise, 

Impulse Noise. 

 

Additive Noise: It is effected by due to  electronic systems. Random fluctuations 

present with the effect of Thermal noise. Gaussian noise also one of the examples of 

additive noise. Mathematically expressed as  

S(i,j)=n(i,j)+h(i,j).  Where 1≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑀, 1≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁             ----------(1) 

                           M, N represents the size of the original image. 

 

Identification of Gaussian noises are very easy identified using skewness and kurtosis,  

the distribution of pixel is equally spread over the entire pixel, it’s shown very less 

symmetry compare with others, the kurtosis also very minimum, because of it is 

uniformly distributed entire the region. 
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Multiplicative Noises: 

Higher Randi Variation observed in Multiplicative noises, this noise is added at the side 

of darker region or bright region.  The distribution of symmetry is either right side or 

left side depending on adding noise levels in that image.  Using Asymmetry level using 

skewness and kurtosis we can identified.  Speckle Noise is the one of the example of  

Multiplicative Noise. 

S(i,j)=n(i,j)*h(i,j)  ,   where 1≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑀, 1≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁   ----------(2) 

                                               M, N represents the size of the original image. 

Impulse Noise: It is also called Salt and pepper noise. Black and white pixels randomly 

occurring in digital images. This type of image added due to  the reason of dead pixels, 

A/D conversion in transmission etc.. 

 

HIGHER ORDER MOMENTS & SKEWNESS COEFFICIENT  

For measuring PSNR, MSE, Standard Deviations is satisfied with lower order 

statistical moments but it is failing  in case of distribution of pixel level after processed 

data, this problem overcome with the help of higher order moments like skewness and 

Kurtosis. These are the third and fourth order central moment of distribution. For 

measuring symmetry of pixel distribution, and how much level distributed are notified 

by skewness and kurtosis. For Gaussian level, there is no any asymmetry, it is also 

called symmetrical distribution. If the noise is asymmetry level the previous techniques 

are failing  in case of identified noise levels. Higher order moments are helpful for 

finding asymmetry distribution levels. 

Skewness & Kurtosis:  It is measurable for finding symmetrical of the pixel 

distribution. It is a third central moment of random distribution.  Kurtosis measures 

peaked level of skewness distribution either positive or negative side distribution. If the 

distribution is symmetric the skewed is zero, any imbalance will be shown  with the 

help of skewed values. Without kurtosis we can’t justify  the skewed values. It is 

measure the peaked level of the skewed data. It there is no symmetry,  it will be shown 

Gaussian level distribution. Equation (3) and (4) shows skewness and kurtosis 

expressions. 

𝑆 =  
𝐸((𝑍− µ)3)

𝜎3                                    -------------(3) 

𝐾 =  
𝐸((𝑍− µ)4)

𝜎4 −  3                        -------------(4) 

 

Coefficient of Skewness (Sk): 

Sign Indicates the direction of skewness, and the Pearson’s coefficient of skewness 

compares  the sample distribution with  a Gaussian or normal distribution. It shows the 

minimum level for normal distribution. Using this Coefficient of Skewness very 

difficult to identify non Gaussian noises either it is multiplicative or impulse. For non 
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Gaussian shows negative or positively skewed with effect of distribution of pixels. 

3( )X Md
Sk

S


                                   ------------------ (5) 

 

Smoothing Factor (SF): 

 

min( , ) min( , )
0.5*

max( , ) max( , )

f Kf f K f

f Kf f Kf

Kurt kurt skew skew
SF

Kurt kurt skew skew
     ---     ( 6 ) 

fKurt , fskew : kurtosis  and skewness  value  of noise samples . 

Kfkurt , Kfskew : kurtosis  and skewness  value  of  Estimated images. 

 

PREVIOUS TECHNIQUES 

Using lower order statistics mean, variance, standard deviation we can get satisfactory 

results for Gaussian noise only[6], but it is failing  in the case of non Gaussian 

applications. With the  help of skewness coefficient easily estimated Gaussian noise,  

the skewness coefficient value shows maximum values for Gaussian noise using 

standard filters like  mean, mode, median and Gaussian values. Overcome this problem 

using smoothing factor using higher order central moments.  

 

Proposed Method 

In my proposed method wiener, mode, minimum filters are   used for finding speckle, 

salt and pepper [4]and Gaussian noise. Identification of Gaussian noise is very easy 

using standard techniques, here Min filter only using for separated  samples of 

Gaussian noise with the help of skewness coefficient. The Minimum value of the 

skewness coefficient only represents Gaussian samples. Remaining non Gaussian 

samples are identified using wiener and mode filters with help of higher order 

smoothing factors. Maximum value of SF value represents  a corresponding noise 

sample in that image.  

In this work isolation of noise sample and extraction noise features for identification of 

noise. For separating noise . This evaluation of these features carried out using Mat lab. 

Here we consider three spatial filters, Smoothing factor (SF) value made upon with 

higher order moments, Skewness coefficient constructed from lower order statistics. 

SK value is chosen for separate symmetric noise (Gaussian noise) , identified with the  

minimum value of SK. For all filters SK value is the  maximum except in case of Min 

filter for Gaussian noise. Predefined threshold SF value determined by subhasini and 

Bharathic.  Find out samples with smoothing factor only.  In this case separated 
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Gaussian noise with skewness coefficient. Using skewness and kurtosis we can easily 

estimate the distribution of pixel level in noise samples and processed image.  Higher 

level of kurtosis will represent a density level of pixels.  Gaussian noise is added into 

entire image but the density levels are different which is identified by Kurtosis.   

Skewness it is addressed the distribution of pixels either side positive or negative side. 

Sometimes noises are added into black pixels or white pixel areas. It is analyzed by 

skewness. 

 

Steps for identifying the Noise type: 

1. Apply  sequence of input noise images  

2. Apply 3 spatial filters to all images (Min filter, Mode and wiener filters) 

3. Find out error samples after processed image 

4. Find 3rd and 4th order central moments, mean, variance, standard Deviation  for 

noise samples and expected output 

5. Find the coefficient of Skewness (SK) with help of mean, variance and standard 

Deviation. 

6. Find Smoothing factor (SF) with help of Higher order Central moments. 

7. Using Thresholding technique or comparison . 

 

RESULTS 

In my Research, I applied basic filters for Gaussian, Salt and Pepper & speckle noise 

images and identified noises with the  help of coefficient of Skewness and Smoothing 

factor or Higher order statistics with the  help of MATLAB Simulator. 

  

Fig(a): Original Image              Fig (b): Speckle Noise image 

 

  

Fig (c): Salt and Pepper Noise image   Fig (d): Gaussian Noise Image 
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Fig (e): Noise Samples 

 

Table 1: SF and SK values of Detection of Noises 

IMG NOISES SFM SKM SFW SKW SFmin SKmin 

1 Gaussian 0.2563 0.891 0.6326 0.5623 0.0043 0.1216 

Salt & Pepper 0.7781 1.3813 0.6877 0.1461 0.7962 0.4037 

Speckle 0.1413 0.7864 0.7182 0.4975 0.0591 0.2657 

2 Gaussian 0.7511 1.0373 0.517 0.681 0.5091 0.2353 

Salt & Pepper 1.0776 1.3906 0.5659 0.2587 1.0831 0.466 

Speckle 0.7909 1.2161 0.9783 0.4799 0.6403 0.407 

3 Gaussian 1.6372 0.3014 0.0244 0.8959 1.494 0.058 

Salt & Pepper 1.8247 1.2494 0.2951 0.0858 1.8742 0.467 

Speckle 1.7236 0.2529 1.3016 0.4926 1.3941 0.4669 

4 Gaussian 1.4474 0.5658 0.3376 1.1024 1.4664 0.1243 

Salt & Pepper 1.651 1.467 0.5327 0.2129 1.2707 0.5177 

Speckle 1.3462 0.3271 1.1842 0.7908 1.4502 0.4788 

5 Gaussian 0.7824 0.4736 0.5401 1.0703 0.6314 0.0942 

Salt & Pepper 1.5621 1.2991 0.6421 0.2872 0.9475 0.6369 

Speckle 0.783 0.3497 0.9782 0.6582 0.7493 0.7811 

 

The images represent different type of noises and noise samples present in satellite 

images.  The SF value is the  maximum for Mode filter when salt & pepper noise is 

present,  SF maximum for Wiener filter when speckle noise is available,  finding Non 

Gaussian noises using these two factors,  Gaussian noise is identified choosing with 

minimum filter low SK value. Gaussian noise is  separated by with the help of 

coefficient of Skewnes 
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Table 2: Accuracy of Detection of Noises 

Noise Picture 

types 

No.of Pictures Gaussian 

identified 

Salt and Pepper 

Identified 

Speckle 

Identified 

 

Minimum Filter 15 15 - - 

Mode Filter 15 - 14 - 

Winer filter 15 - - 15 

 

 

CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

Higher order statistics are very useful in image processing application, especially in 

satellite images for finding large surface density levels , pixel distribution levels in 

different areas with high pixel resolution, small object finding etc..Higher order filters 

are very useful for after identification of Noises in satellite images.  In SAR images 

affected by speckle noises, these noises are removed by using Higher order filters. 
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